**ROBINS CAMPAIGN GETS INTO SWING**

**LEADER CYCLES AND MAKES TWO ADDRESSES**

Adress delivery in Assembly Audience to Do Work

With the arrival of Raymond Robins to Iowa City yesterday morning, the T. M. C. A. campaign got in full swing. Mr. Robins went to work immediately.

It was a busy time for the 

**MEETING TONIGHT**

**KNOX MEETING TONIGHT**

At 7:30 there will be a meeting in Knox. The purpose of the meeting is to discuss the current status of the campaign and the plans for the upcoming events. All members are encouraged to attend.

**ADVISORY ADVANTAGES**

For those interested in participating, please contact the advisory committee for more information.

---

**ROBINS CAMPAIGN TODAY**

**O. N. K. CAMPAIGN TODAY**

At 1:30—Library committee—O. N. K. President, 1:45—Library committee—O. N. K. President, 1:50—Library committee—O. N. K. President, 2:00—Library committee—O. N. K. President.

**MANY GIRLS WANT TO TAKE SWIMMING**

**GIRLS WANT TO TAKE SWIMMING**

Eight hundred girls have a address to addresses will be made in the women's gymnasium tomorrow morning. Everyone who comes to attend will be interested in the new program. The new pool will be completed and in operation for the opening of the fall term, and the swimming season will begin. The pool will be officially opened at 9:00 A.M. tomorrow.

The pool will be open from 9:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M. and from 3:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M. daily. Women are encouraged to take swimming lessons and to use the pool for exercise and relaxation.

---

**DAME BUNNY PAGE: NO EXTRA HOLIDAY**

The report which spread rapidly through the university this morning states that university students will be required to make university regulations in order to ensure that everyone is free of work and can enjoy the holiday. The regulations will begin on Monday, and will continue until Sunday.

The students are requested to follow the rules and regulations in order to ensure a safe and enjoyable holiday.

---

**PLAY WESLEYAN MONDAY**

**ACTION**

The first basketball game of the year will be played on the new floor of the Student Union. The game will begin at 8:00 P.M. on Monday, January 15.

---

**UNION MEMBERSHIPS SOLD IN BIG LOTS**

**MEMBERSHIPS**

DIRECTORS URGED TO TAKE EACH

Campaign launched to get Five Hundred Memberships on January 3

A unique plan for increasing the membership of the union has been adopted at the meeting of the union yesterday. Fourteen members were elected, and each student was asked to punch for ten dollar memberships.

---

**THE DAILY IOWAN**

Where Quality is High

**FROM THE EDITOR**

Today is the last day of school before the Christmas holidays. It's a perfect time to reflect on the year and look forward to the new year.

---

**JOHN F. McDONALD**

Chairman of the Presidential Search Committee

**Helen Bldg. IOWA CITY**

A Christmas card sent to college students around the world.

---

**CHRISTMAS MONEY FOR IOWA STUDENTS**

Wishes

For Information, Ask
Paul Heiden Bldg. Telephone 68.

---

**CHRONICLE**

For seven years, the Chronicle has been dedicated to providing the Iowa City community with accurate and reliable news. We are committed to upholding the highest standards of journalism and providing a platform for diverse voices.

---

**CLASSIFIED ADS**

For local businesses and individuals looking to advertise their products or services.

---

**COOK BUTTER, POUND CENTS**

For recipes and cooking tips.

---

**SPECIALS**

For deals and sales on various items.

---

**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

For upcoming events and important dates.

---

**ASSEMBLY AUDIENCE**

For updates on the assembly audience and their upcoming events.

---

**YURY'S**

For information on Yuri's events and activities.

---

**ADVISORY ADVANTAGES**

For those interested in participating, please contact the advisory committee for more information.

---

**MANY GIRLS WANT TO TAKE SWIMMING**

Eight hundred girls have addresses to addresses will be made in the women's gymnasium tomorrow morning. Everyone who comes to attend will be interested in the new program. The new pool will be completed and in operation for the opening of the fall term, and the swimming season will begin. The pool will be officially opened at 9:00 A.M. tomorrow.

The pool will be open from 9:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M. and from 3:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M. daily. Women are encouraged to take swimming lessons and to use the pool for exercise and relaxation.
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Prima Donna of the
Metropolitan Opera Co.
Monday Evening, January 5
8:15 o'clock
City Auditorium, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

THE ONLY CONCERT APPEARANCE IN IOWA

Prices 50c, $1.00, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00

Mail orders filled in order, receipt accom\-
panied by remittance and stamped envelope.

A. Skinner.
Co. Conservatory, Cedar Rapids, lowa.
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Are Dealers in
CLEANLINESS

Dainty Lithoschinos
Breakfasts
Delicates
Food Tastefully Prepared
Neatly Served

WE WANT TO CLEAN YOU UP

WE LEAD IOWA CITY IN THE EFFORT TO
CONDUCT AN
UP-TO-DATE
CONFECTIONERY

THE COLLEGE INN
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DISCOUNT SUGGESTIONS

ChristmasSuggestions
at The Fashion Shop

Dolls, Character Dolls, Kempic Dolls, - Dressed and Undressed
Dolls all sizes - and all prices - Kayser Silk Camocler - Kayser
Silk Hose - Silk Petucosets - Silk Waists.

SUITsANDCOATSONE-HALFPRICE

FASHION SHOP

205 Washington Street
Readers, Attention! We invite you to American Theatre, where you will witness the story of Ancient Rome brought to life in a spectacular motion picture classic.

**AMERICAN THEATRE**

George Kleine’s Latest Spectacular Motion Picture Classic

**“SPARTRUS”**

OR THE REVOLT OF THE GLADIATORS

**TWO DAYS – FRIDAY AND SATURDAY**

**December 17th and 18th**

Arranged in 8 parts with 7500 people

One of the really great Kleine attractions with its unique record of many successful runs in America's most representative playhouses. The Minneapolis Auditorium, Majestic Theatre, Buffalo, and the Auditorium Theatre, Chicago, where its presentation with the Chicago Grand Opera Co's Orchestra of fifty pieces was hailed by local dramatic critics as photodrama's crowning triumph.

Remember 2 Days

Only

Friday and Saturday

At American Theatre

**READ WHAT THE CRITICS SAY:**

"Quite the most elaborate and wonderfully presented photodrama Chigo ever saw," —Daily News.

"Spartrus takes its place as one of the truly great pictures. It is awe-inspiring, almost beyond description." —Record Herald.

"Spartrus is a master production, conceived in a perfectly way. Its presentation delighted Chicago picture fans." —Chicago Journal.

Price

Admission 20c

Children 10c
BAKER SPEAKS TO FRESmlEN

Raymond Robins' voice did not permit his speaking at the freshman assembly yesterday afternoon. Rev. John B. Baker, pastor of the Methodist Parsonage in Iowa City, was the solo speaker. The lecture was centered upon the meaning of habits as right doing and the classification of such acts that give expression to all the habits and as second nature.

IOWA CITY
ACADEMY
Prepares for Admission to the University, for Teaching, and for Life.

SPECIAL ADVANTAGES
For Making College Entrance Credits

GARDEN

TODAY
Betty Nansen

The world's greatest artist, The Soul-Shaking Trapeze

devices, BETTY NANSEN (The Royal Acran)

A Real Event in the Photodrama. Presented by
William Fox in Count Leo Tolstoy's ANNA KARENINA

The Story of a Woman, Who Dared.

WEDNESDAY
"Always In
The Way"

Charles K. Harris' famous song chanted adopted to
motion pictures with,

Mary Miles Winter

METRO PRODUCTION IN FIVE PARTS

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS
William Farnum
THE $100,000 DRAMATIC STAR IN
"The Plunderer"

BY ROY NORTON

A real Farnum Hero, red-blooded and steel-knit. A
star and a photoplay bound to create profound sensation.
William Farnum versus twenty in a barefist battle.

Scenes in the vigorous west. Story of the hunt for yellow
gold. Direction of Edgar Lewis (producer) of "The Big
Gerrys", "Sanson", "A Gilded Fool."

Pipe Organ Music A
Daily Feature

FUR SALE
FOR THURSDAY
DECEMBER 16

THERE WILL BE WITH US ON THIS ABOVE DATE A RE-
PRESENTATIVE OF ONE OF OUR OUTSTANDING HOUSES, WITH
A COMPLETE LINE OF FUR COATS, FUR SETS, MUFFS, AND
SCARFS.

DON'T MISS THIS CHANCE OF INSPECTING THE LATEST
CREATIONS ON THE FUR MARKET.

F. J. Strub & Son